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News

Xavier University faces lawsuits

Former Xavier student athletes file claims against university

By Sabrina Brown
Editor-in-Chief

Staff Writer Tatum
Hunter details the
outcomes of Xavier’s
“March Gladness”
drive. Check it out in
this week’s Campus
News section.

Xavier University has seen a
significant amount of coverage
the past week surrounding two
unrelated legal cases involving
former Xavier student athletes
Dezmine Wells and Neil Henley.

See Page 3

Sports

See your favorite
Newswire staff members’ and Xavier professors’ Sweet Sixteen predictions in this week’s
sports section.

See Page 7

Features

Campus News Editor
Andrew Koch outlines everything you need to know
about March Madness in
this week’s feature.

See Page 12
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Neil Henley, a former Xavier men’s
soccer player, recently filed a suit.

Wells, a former men’s basketball player, was expelled from the
university last fall for a violation
of the student code of conduct.
Henley, a former men’s soccer
player, had his academic scholarship revoked by the university this
summer.
This fall, Wells alleged 11 claims
against Xavier and President, Fr.
Michael Graham, S.J. Last week,
the court dismissed a few of his
claims, though most will continue
through the court process.
“The court dismissed two of
the claims against both parties and
one of the claims against Graham.
That does not mean there was any
finding against Xavier or Graham,
just that the lawsuit will continue through the court process,”
Xavier’s legal counsel Joseph
Feldhaus said. “At the appropriate time, Xavier and Graham will
make further motions to dismiss
the remaining claims, as they are,
in our reasoned view, without
merit.”
Henley’s claim came to light
last week as progress was being
made in the Wells case, though the
two cases are not directly related.

Newswire file photo

Former men’s basketball player
Dezmine Wells filed a case this fall.

Henley’s case alleges two primary
claims: hazing at an off-campus
party and being cleared to play
prior to fully recovering from a
concussion. Henley feels that the
university should have prevented
the alleged hazing and that playing before making a full recovery

Endowment increases in 2013
By Rich Meyer
Staff Writer

Xavier University saw a large
increase in endowments for both
the calendar year and fiscal year in
2013.
“As of June 30, 2013, the endowment was $132.5 million and
had increased by over $15 million
over the previous year,” Senior
Vice President and Chief Financial
Officer Beth Amyot said. “As of
Dec. 31, 2013, the endowment
had grown to $144.7 million.”
According to an article written in the Cincinnati Business
Courier, the percent increase in
endowment Xavier saw last year
was the greatest among all local
universities, including University
of Cincinnati, Northern Kentucky
University (NKU) and Miami
University. The average percent
increase in 349 universities studied nationwide was 10 percent.
Both Xavier and NKU increased
more than this.
“The main reason for the endowment increase was investment performance,” Amyot said.
Xavier’s endowment returned 13.6

Photo courtesy of xavier.edu

Beth Amyot, Senior Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer (CFO)

percent for the (fiscal) year ended
June 30, 2013 and 18.1 percent for
the calendar year 2013.”
The increase in the university’s
endowment happened in part be-

cause of good investment in the
stock market by Xavier faculty
members.
“The primary driver of the endowment return was the United
States’ equity market, and Xavier’s
endowment was positioned well
with over 40 percent of the endowment invested in United States’
equities,” Amyot said. “Asset allocation decisions are made by the
Investment Advisory Committee
of the Board of Trustees and
Xavier management.”
The rising stock market was
not the only factor in the increase
in endowment. Xavier also relies
on monetary giving from outside
the university.
The extra money from the endowment goes directly back into
the university.
“The generosity of our alumni,
friends, corporations and other
organizations in contributing
gifts to Xavier’s endowment has
a lasting impact as their gifts are
invested in perpetuity and the distributions are applied for student
scholarships and other priorities
and programs,” Amyot said.

resulted in a second injury and inhibited his ability to focus on his
academics.
“We take (hazing) very seriously
and do not tolerate it. The allegations in this case were investigated
by Norwood Police and Xavier officials and were found to be without merit.” Feldhaus said. “As to
the allegations about concussion,
Xavier has professional trainers
who are fully licensed by the state
and certified by their professional
boards. We also have a concussion
management plan that is standard
for athletic programs throughout
the U.S.”
The university stands by its decisions and is optimistic that the
lawsuits will not negatively impact
Xavier’s public image.
“I believe Xavier’s image is as
strong as ever. Challenges are part
of any organization. What’s important is how we manage and learn
from challenges, always keeping in
mind that the highest priority for
Xavier is providing an excellent
Jesuit education and college experience for our students,” Director
for Strategic Communications
Kelly Leon said.

Xavier men’s
basketball ends
2013-14 season

Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita

The Xavier University men’s
basketball team fell to North
Carolina State 74-59 in
the first round of the NCAA
tournament on March 18.
Xavier ended its season with
a 21-13 overall record.
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Xavier hosts “March Gladness” drive
By Tatum Hunter

Staff Writer
Last week, Xavier called upon
students, faculty and alumni to
show their school pride
by giving back to the
university.
The 48-hour March
Gladness social media
giving campaign was the
first of its kind at Xavier
and raised $31,063 in
total donations.
The initiative was
aimed at anyone who
might consider himself or herself
part of the “Xavier community,”
including current students, prospective students, parents, faculty,
staff and alumni. Participants
were asked to use the hashtag
“#GladXavier” to share via social media what Xavier means to
them.
In all, 587 people donated to
the university, 169 of which were
students. Ninety of the donations
were made over text.
Last Monday, the hashtag
“#GladXavier” was the top trending hashtag in the Cincinnati area,
appearing 754 times.
In past years, Xavier has held
a pig roast on “Tuition Runs Out
Day,” or the day after which all tuition and fees are covered by donations, in an effort to bring in chari-

faculty, staff and students volunteered to be “March Gladness
Advocates,” manning stations
in Gallagher Student Center,
Fenwick Place
and O’Connor
Sports Center.
Both Fibbe
and President,
Fr.
Michael
Graham,
S.J.
confirmed that
the funds raised
will have no imPhoto courtesy of thecatholicbeat.sacredheartradio.com
pact on tuition
try something new.
“I don’t think it (Tuition Runs for the 2014-15 school year. The
Out Day) resonated particularly funds will, however, affect the
amount of scholarship money the
with our students,” Fibbe said.
Xavier has also traditionally university is able to offer.
According to Fibbe, the camused phoneathons to raise money.
However, as more communica- paign was a success.
“It was way more successful
tion moves online, fewer people
actually pick up their phones. The than we’d hoped. We totally plan
need for a new strategy became on doing this again next year, in an
apparent, and the staff at the even bigger way.”
“These 48 hours reminded me
Alumni Center had a solution: a
how much I love working here,”
social media blitz.
The campaign was similar to Fibbe said. “I’m glad that Xavier
social media drives used by other has welcomed me into part of its
universities but differed in its more community. I’m not an alum, and
extensive involvement of students I love this place. I’m so glad that I
can call this my job.”
and faculty.
Graham also chimed in on why
“Our alums love any sort of
interaction with students. That is he is “#GladXavier:” “What I’m
what they want more than any- glad Xavier has done for me is…
given me my life,” Graham said.
thing,” Fibbe said.
During the 48-hour fundraiser,
table contributions. According to
Leigh Ann Fibbe, director for the
Annual Fund and 1831 Society at
the Alumni Center, it was time to

-Paid Advertisement-
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University to discontinue
Portal for new web Hubs
By Justin Worthing

Staff Writer
The 10-year-old MyXU Portal
will be replaced this May by the
new and more accessible Student
and Employee Hubs.
The Hubs, which are currently
available to students and faculty,
provide a more mobile-friendly
format and place the most-used
links directly on the homepage.
“As we did an audit of all the
content within the Portal… there
were over 700 links there, which
almost by definition makes it unusable” Director of Web and
Media Kevin Lavelle said. “The
Portal also is not mobile-friendly.
As more and more of our users
are accessing their Xavier information on their tablets and their
phones, we wanted to move into a
framework that (adapts to this).”
In addition, the new Hubs do
not require a login for most features and are presented as websites
with the same format as most of
Xavier’s other pages. With over 80
percent of the current links within
the Portal leading to public websites, Lavelle views the initial login
as unnecessary.
Web designers are also adding
subtle changes to the interface,
allowing them to monitor the

popularity of certain links and to
modify the website accordingly.
“One of the things that we’re
really excited about is that we will
have really strong analytics in this
format, so we’ll have a much better sense of what people are and
are not clicking on,” Lavelle said.
“We can evaluate that from time
to time, sit down with the appropriate user group, and (evaluate
which links are being used the
most).”
Work on the replacement began last summer and was released
for public use earlier this year.
Both the Portal and the Hubs
will remain accessible until the
Portal’s termination at the end of
this semester.
This year, faculty and staff
have been evaulating the Xavier
Portal, along with Blackboard, the
learning system website currently
used by Xavier, for its effectiveness. Blackboard has been phased
out over the last several months
in favor of Canvas, a new online
learning management program.
The current Hubs are public and can be accessed by anyone. The Student Hub is located
at xavier.edu/students and the
Employee Hub is located at xavier.edu/employees.
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Student Government Senate Elections 2014
This week, Xavier students will elect the 2014-15 Student Government Association (SGA) Student
Senate. As senators, the elected individuals will be representing the interests and concerns of the
Xavier student body. The candidates for the 16 senate seats are listed below.

Julia Alvarado

Brooke Coughlan

Juliet Louw

Michael Quigley

Megan Brault

Jake Haigis

Tomi Okunoye

Andrew Redd

Olivia Capannari

Jessica Carter

David Horton

Adam Purvis

Sophia l(vochak

Evan Purvis

Matt Schamber

Abby Schafer

How to Vote
Log on to xavier.edu/ election
between 8 a.m. on March 19
and 4 p.m. on March 20 to
cast your vote. Each student
will be able to vote for 16
of the 19 candidates for the
2014-15 school year.

Alanah Stigler

Adam Tortelli

Rob Van I<irk
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Board of Trustees approves Alter renovation
BY LYDIA ROGERS

~.,, ,_

Stajj Writer

Spencer Ave
Apartment
- Walk to Campus
- 3757 Spencer First
Floor
- Available 6/1/14
- $600 /month or
$300 per student
for 2 students
If Interested
Contact:
513-658-2255

Correction:
In last week's front-page
story, "Schindler speaks
on right-to-life debate,"
the first paragraph's
first sentence should
read "Schindler came to
explain his opposition to
euthanasia and his advocacy work following
(Terri) Schiavo's death."

The Xavier Board of Trustees
has officially approved the $18
million renovation to Alter Hall.
Until closing for the Spring
2013 semester, Alter had been
Xavier's primary classroom building for over 50 years. Since its
construction, nearly every Xavier
student and faculty member has
passed through its doors.
Its inability to be used as a
learning space has had a strong
impact on the function of the
campus, forcing the necessary
creation of new classroom spaces
(like those in the Cintas Center
and the Alumni Center).
The financial approval for renovation has set the long-discussed
plans into motion. Annual operating flows (incurring no new debt)
will finance the project. The renovation is anticipated to begin in
May and conclude in August 2015
in time to welcome the incoming

After over a year of being out-of-commission, Alter Hall will be receiving renovations following approval from the
Board of Trustees. Planners expect the project will be complete by August 2015 and will not incur any new debt.

class of 2019.
Organizers and the Board of
Trustees hope that the renovations
will preserve Alter's legacy on
campus while providing students
with new learning opportunities.
''We're thrilled to restore Alter,
which is an iconic building, filled
with memories and tradition
for Xavier faculty and students
past and present," Senior Vice
President and Chief Financial
Officer Beth Amyot said in the

press release. "Xavier is known
for being a four-year, residential
Jesuit university with superior academics for undergraduates as well
as graduate and professional students. This renewed building will
better serve our growing base of
students."
A press release also cited
Xavier's commitment to sustainability and financial responsibility
as the reason to proceed with renovating the building rather than

<

Newswire photo by Mac Schroeder
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p.m.

- Xavier Police assisted
Residence Life in confiscating drug paraphernalia from a
room in Kuhlman Hall. The
student possessing the materials will face internal discipline.

March 14, 1:23 a.m. - An
intoxicated student in the
Commons Apartments was
transported by Cincinnati
Fire / EMS to Good Samritan
Hospital for evaluation.

report of a suspicious subject in Husman Hall. Police
searched all floors and was
unable to locate the subject.

Cincinnati Police found an intoxicated student attempting
to enter an off-campus commercial building, believing the
building to be his or her residence hall. The student will
be cited by Xavier Police for
underage consumption and
disorderly conduct.

March 15, 4:44 a.m. Xavier Police investigated a

March 19
''Wicked" ticket sales
March 17, 12:39 p.m. -A

March 16, 12:07 a.m. -

contract employee reported
damage to several posters on the ground floor of
Gallagher Student Center. A
non-student subject has been
identified.

Xavier Police observed an
intoxicated student being
carried by two other students on University Drive.
The student was transported
back to his or her residence
hall and cited for underage
consumption.

A highly intoxicated underage student was transported
from an off-campus bar to
Good Samaritan Hospital for
evaluation.

March 15, 3:40 a.m. -

NOTE OF THE

WEEK
Tickets? What tickets?
March 12, 2:33 p.m. - A
student was cited for failing
to comply with university
parking procedures. The sttudent had 25 prior parking
violations.

ulty and students to have greater
flexibility and collaboration in the
classroom.
Upon its completion, the newly-renovated Alter Hall will once
again be the location where many
core curriculum classes are taught.
It will also house the deans' offices for the College of Arts and
Sciences, Xavier's three honors
programs and cross-disciplinary
partnerships, as it did before it
closed.

Sl'e SAC Events

NOTES
13,

complete demolition and reconstruction. As part of the building's
renovation, Alter will be gutted
and undergo partial demolition.
Planners hope the renovation will help update the campus'
learning facilities and provide
the University with a "21st century teaching and learning facility supporting the entire campus
with four stories of modern
classrooms."
The s ace will also allow fac-

Upcoming

POLICE
March

March 19, 2014

12 p.m., Gallagher Student Center

March 20
Grocery Bingo
9 p.m., Gallagher Student Center Atrium

March 17, 11:07 p.m. -

March 18, 12:47 a.m.
- Xavier Police assisted
Norwood Police with a large
student party in the 1900
block of Cleaney Avenue.
Six students were cited by
Norwood Police for operating a disorderly house.

March 18, 1:12 a.m. - An
underage student was cited
for carrying an open container of beer on Herald Avenue.

March 22
Color X-Plosion Run
10 a.m., Husman Stage

March 26
Late Night Snack and Open
Mic Night featuring Dustin
Hatzenbuhler (NBC's "The Voice")
9 p.m., Gallagher Student Center Atrium

March28
SAC Goes to the Movies
8 p.m., Oakley Cinemark
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Tournament selections: Newswire staff & professors pick the Sweet 16
Robert Jamieson
Staff Writer

Adam Tortelli
Staff Writer

Pittsburgh
Florida
Arizona
Tulsa
VCU
New Mexico St
New Mexico
Syracuse
Creighton
Dayton
Kansas
Oregon
Virginia
Virginia
Wichita St.
Cincinnati
Michigan St
Louisville
Iowa St
North Carolina
Duke
UConn
Villanova
Michigan

Lauren J. Young
Staff Writer

Florida
UCLA
Syracuse
Stanford
Virginia
Michigan St
Providence
St. Joseph’s

Arizona
Oklahoma
Creighton
Wisconsin
Wichita St
Louisville
Duke
Michigan

Arizona
Oklahoma
Creighton
Wisconsin
Kentucky
Iowa/Tenn.
Duke
Michigan

Nikhil JElaji
Staff Writer

Florida
VCU
Syracuse
Kansas
Virginia
Michigan St
Iowa St
Villanova

Arizona
Oklahoma
Creighton
Oregon
Kansas St
Louisville
Duke
Michigan

Sabrina Brown
Editor-in-Chief

dr. Rachel Chrastil
Associate Professor, History

Ms. Stephanie Sisak, MBA
Visiting Faculty, Finance

Florida
Arizona
VCU
San Diego St
Ohio State
Creighton
Kansas
Wisconsin
Virginia
Wichita St
Michigan St
Louisville
North Carolina
Duke
Villanova
Michigan

Patrick E. Phillips
A&E Editor

Florida
VCU
Syracuse
Kansas
Virginia
Michigan St
Iowa St
Villanova

Photo courtsey of history.ucsc.edu

Arizona
San Diego St
Creighton
Wisconsin
Wichita St
Louisville
Duke
Michigan

Pittsburgh
Arizona
UCLA
New Mexico St
Syracuse
Creighton
Kansas
Oregon
Virginia
Wichita St
Michigan St
Louisville
Iowa St
Duke
UConn
Michigan

Photo courtsey of xavierleadershipcenter.com

Florida
UCLA
Ohio St
New Mexico
Virginia
Michigan St
Iowa St
Villanova

Arizona
San Diego St
Creighton
Wisconsin
Wichita St
Louisville
Duke
Michigan

Xavier women’s basketball season closes XU tennis back in full swing
Lauren J. Young

Staff Writer
The Xavier women’s basketball team finished its season with
a loss in the first round of the
Big East tournament to No. 8
Georgetown.
The ninth-seeded Muskies lost
on March 8 56-37 to the Hoyas
at McGrath-Phillips Arena in
Chicago. The Muskies’ overall record for the season was 8-23 (3-15
in the Big East).
Although it was a tough loss
and a poor shooting night of 27.1
percent from the field, there were

a few notable players who stepped
up.
Sophomore forward Briana
Glover scored eight points and
had three rebounds whereas fellow sophomore guard Aliyah
Zantt contributed eight points, six
steals and five rebounds. Senior
guard Ashley Wanninger put up
seven points in her last appearance
as a Musketeer. Freshman forward
Maddison Blackwell finished with
six points and four rebounds.
Blackwell was also selected to join
the Big East All-Freshman team.
Unfortunately,
Georgetown

outdid Xavier on many fronts.
Its field percentage was exactly
two times better than XU’s (GU
at 54.2 percent). It grabbed eight
more rebounds (GU’s 18 to XU’s
10) and scored eight more points
in the paint (GU’s 18 to XU’s 10).
Although the Muskies’ outcome looked hopeful, down by
just five at the half (31-26), the
Hoyas held the Muskies down in
a 21-2 run in nearly nine minutes,
the score 52-29.
The Muskies were not able to
recover and managed to get just
eight more points on the board.

By Robert Jamieson

Staff Writer
The men’s and women’s tennis
teams both found success over
spring break.
The men’s team came into the
break with a 7-5 record but have
been playing much better as of
late, winning five of its last six
matches. Xavier’s first match down
south was against in-state rival
and nationally-ranked Redhawks
of Miami. Unfortunately, the
Musketeers found themselves on
the wrong end of a 7-0 defeat.
The men’s tennis team recov-

ered quickly, however, with a dominant 6-1 victory over Toledo.
This past weekend Xavier
opened up Big East play with a
5-2 loss at DePaul.
The women’s team came into
Florida even hotter than the men’s
squad.
Riding a seven match win
streak, Xavier opened up play in
the sunshine state with a convincing win over Davidson 6-1.
Xavier continued its winning
ways with another 6-1 victory
against Florida Atlantic but fell 4-3
in a close match against Toledo.
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Write to us:
The Xavier Newswire has a commitment
to publishing opposing viewpoints and
opinions in hopes of fostering dialogue
on campus that includes students, faculty
and staff. The Newswire accepts Letters to
the Editor on a weekly basis. Comments
can be submitted online during the week.
Please contact us if you have opinions and
wish to write on a regular basis or a sense
of humor and like to draw. Find us online
at xaviernewswire.com.

ive one word to describe the Martin
Luther King Jr. “I
Have a Dream” speech. “Nidouble g-er.” Welcome to Xavier.
A defining moment of my
freshman year, I can remember it
like it happened yesterday. One
of my suitemates in Kuhlman Hall
was given this question as a part of
a theology assignment. My suitemate, a white female, posted the
question on her Facebook page
and a string of responses ensued.
Her friends wrote comments like
“boring,” “long,” “silly,” “stupid”
and a plethora of insulting words,
but one girl who lived down the
hall from me wrote “ni-double
g-er” under the post.
This comment enraged me and
my roommate. We told our RA
and our Hall Director, and neither
of them did anything. Fearing
that she would get into trouble,
the girl came to our room and issued a weak apology, claiming that
it was “just a joke.” I did not accept her apology.
An excerpt from the Xavier
University mission statement: “In
an inclusive environment of open
and free inquiry, we prepare students for a world that is increasingly diverse, complex and interdependent.” I came to campus in the
fall of 2010 as part of the Smooth
Transitions program with great
expectations of Xavier’s campus.
Part of Smooth Transitions was
a mandatory diversity workshop
that was also training for the RAs
and Manresa leaders.
As an African-American woman coming from a large public high
school that was predominantly
white, I felt prepared for Xavier
because it mirrored my high
school. Unfortunately, the people
who need the diversity training
usually don’t have to attend.
It is unfortunate that people
have to be trained to be tolerant of
others. The fact that the girl who

lived on my floor had the gall to
stand in my room, look me in my
face, and tell me that she thinks
saying “nigger” is the one word
she would use to describe the
MLK “I Have a Dream” speech
was a joke blows my mind.
I would like to say that I do not
condemn Xavier University as a
whole. But some of the behavior
I have observed during my time
here and the interactions with students from diverse backgrounds
upsets me. The climate of race relations at Xavier University is not
very good to those students who

“I would
challenge Xavier
to create a
more inclusive
environment
on campus
and to address
the incidents
of bias more
effectively.”
Alexis Burnett

are aware of their surroundings.
However, during my time at
Xavier I have witnessed Xavier
students take privilege and equate
it with entitlement and occasionally it turns into prejudice. During
the senior session of the Board
of Trustees dinner, one of the
students was giving an account
of how Campus Police refused
to come and patrol where she
was walking home due to a lack
of jurisdiction on their part. She
complained because there were a
lot of “unsavory” people on her
walk home and she needed to feel
protected.
Her use of the word unsavory

took me aback. What exactly did
she mean by that? As men and
women for others, our Ignatian
heritage invites us to walk alongside and learn from our companions, both local and afar, as we
journey through life. For students
to come into a community and
deem the community members
“unsavory” without knowing
their background or struggles is
unfortunate.
My friend and I went to
Student Activities Council to ask
for support of an event we were
hosting on campus. The president of a prominent club was also
there preparing to make a proposal. The president of SAC asked
which group wanted to present
first. Referring to my friend and
I, the club president of said, “BSA
(Black Student Association) can
go.” I can literally be in any club
on Xavier’s campus. ANY. But
because I am black, the president
made the assumption that I was
there for BSA. In 2013, we still
make assumptions based on the
color of people’s skin. Do better.
I understand that nobody is
perfect, but as a place where ideas
are supposed to be shared and
innovations are supposed to be
made, I would challenge Xavier to
create a more inclusive environment on campus and to address
the incidents of bias on campus
more effectively.

Alexis Burnett is a senior accounting major from Cincinnati and the treasurer of Delta Sigma Theta.

First Amendment to the United States’Constitution
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
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Staff editorials Crisis in Crimea:
Issues of race
in Cincinnati

A little over a month ago, an
opinion piece by Kathy Y. Wilson
was featured in City Beat entitled
“Mahogany’s: In the Dark.” The
piece seems to be a review — if
it can be called even that — of
Mahogany’s restaurant in The
Banks development just south of
downtown.
Though the piece purports to
discuss the quality of the restaurant, it ends up focusing on the
race of the owner. It is surprising
that it was even picked up, and
more so thatit remains posted on
City Beat’s website. The piece berates the newly-opened and struggling restaurant, attributing most
of its problems to its “black”
ownership and the “black” attitudes surrounding the typical
“black” restaurant.
The author begins by accusing the Cincinnati City Council
of being “color struck (sic) … by
the very idea of a black-owned
business.”
Wilson also claims that “black
business owners feel entitled to
the financial support and patronage of not just customers but
specifically of black customers,”
that Cincinnati “has a history rife
with Bad Black Choices” that
benefit everyone but the African
American community and that “in
the middle of the second term
of Barack Obama blacks are still
waiting for economic crumbs and
wholly dependent on set-aside
programs.”
Wilson’s argument ultimately
blames Mahogany’s for being a
“black” restaurant when the restaurant business is a “white” game:
the “black” style of management,
the “black attitudes” of customers and the attitudes of the City
Council are the reasons behind
this struggling “black” restaurant.
The most disturbing part of
this piece is how it identifies a restaurant by the color of its owner.
If it were actually the case that the
restaurant owner’s ethnic characteristics determined his or her
clientele, then ethnic restaurants
would be for “ethnic” people only,
and that’s not the case.
Wilson’s vocabulary and argument betray a dark motive in this
piece: it is not about critiquing a
failing restaurant, but rather targeting a “black” one.

Xavier’s
“March
Gladness”

In the latest of its marketing
campaigns, the Xavier Alumni
Office launched “a 48 hour social media and giving blitz called
‘March Gladness.’” The design of
the campaign was to spur “a record number of gifts to Xavier”
in a two-day window, March 10
– 12.
“March Gladness” also involved emails to the student body
asking for both student support
in advertising the campaign on
social media as well as financial
gifts from students. The final tally
showed that 587 people gave to
March Gladness, including 45 students who gave to Xavier Athletics
and more students who directed
their gifts to other sectors of the
university.
The follow-up email for the
campaign claimed that this was
an historic period for Xavier —
“More students were involved in
March Gladness and more dollars
were raised than any other period
in Xavier history. The pride you
have in your university is what
makes Xavier, well, a magical place
with a vibrant future.”
Beside the fact that many
non-academic things have been
deemed historic for the university
in recent history, including Xavier
joining the Big East Conference, it
is a stretch at best to call a 48-hour
marketing scheme historic.
What’s offensive about this
campaign is what it says about
how Xavier’s corporate division
views the student population.
Students are already giving money to the university by
way of tuition, and it’s perfectly
fine to ask them for more in the
form of gifts to the university.
Furthermore, Xavier pride is apparently expressed through financial gifts, and that type of pride
is what makes Xavier a “magical
place.” Students are just another
source of income, not individuals who are part of the life of the
university.
The March Gladness campaign
may have been innovative for the
folks who usually market Xavier,
but this type of desperate money-grubbing is only indicative of
recent financial troubles that the
university won’t admit.

on the brink of war?
Thoughts on Russia, Crimea and the rest of the world
as a crisis unfolds on the world stage with no easy answer

C

rimea, Ukraine. Until
a couple of weeks ago,
it was a small, unremarkable and unknown region for
most Americans outside academic
circles. But after the rising unrest
in Kiev, Ukraine, Crimea made
headlines as it voted on a referendum to secede and join Russia.
The referendum was a move
that was internationally denounced by the European Union,
United States and Ukraine. But
Russia embraced it both to punish
Ukraine, whose revolution ousted
a pro-Russian government, and to
bolster and grow Russian power
and interest. Yet this isn’t the first
time Russia has played this game.
In 2008, Georgia lost regions
of Abkhazia and South Ossetia in
a five day war with Russia. The
regions have an ethnic majority
of Russians — as does Crimea
— which was used as pretext for
Russian intervention.
The largest difference between
Georgia in 2008 and Crimea today
is that Abkhazia and South Ossetia
became “independent” republics, while Crimea, which carries a
greater strategic value, would join
the Russian Federation.
The Georgian territory Russia
“freed” was little more than a land
grab that granted Russia greater
access to the Black Sea as reward
for its liberation work. However,
Crimea would grant Russia control
over the Sea of Azov, just north
of the Black Sea, and connect naval bases there to the Black Sea.
To the modern Western eye,
Russia’s actions seem hard to understand. Crimea’s value comes in
the form of economic benefits
and military access. Control over
the Sea of Azov and its connection to the Black Sea translates to
control over shipping routes that
can be taxed and the corresponding flow of capital.
However, Western nations, displeased with Russian aggression,

have been moving to emplace
sanctions on Russia. Sanctions
could negate any benefits Russia
would gain through control of
Crimea and could cripple its
economy.
Crippling the Russian economy
would be a devastating blow to
Russian-Western relations that
have “thawed” in the years since
the fall of the Soviet Union. But
what seems clear is that Russia,
and more specifically President
Vladimir Putin and his cronies,
does not seem to value either the
economy or Russian-Western rela-

“Nobody wants
war, but peace
is a goal that
sometimes
requires the
greatest sacrifice
of all: the loss of
face and power.”
Sean McMahon

tions in the same way the global
community does.
Through Crimea, Russia and
the West achieve fundamentally
different objectives through different means. The West wants
to maintain the status quo while
Russia wants to restore its Cold
War level of influence and power.
The West and Russia are simply not playing the same game.
One is playing checkers while the
other is playing chess. The West’s
threat of sanctions is the taking of a pawn to Russia. It is not
a devastating lost, nor is it to be
unexpected, since pawns are not
the end of themselves but one of
many means to power.
Power — it seems to be Putin’s
first language. He has wielded it in
Russia for the past decade and a
half as president and prime minister and has used it to drown out

opposition. In fact, Russian power is what makes the Ukrainian
and Crimean crisis so volatile because war, hot or cold, is a very
real possibility.
Our generation does not truly
know war. Yes, wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan have been waged
over most of our lives, but those
are distant and foreign conflicts.
The landscapes are alien, the people exotic, and we as civilians have
not had to endure rations or embargoes. Our lives have remained
relatively unchanged through the
course of these wars.
But a conflict with Russia
would have real effects in our
lives. Russia would be an adversary that is our equal. If a war is
fought, the battlefield could be in
Eastern Europe, a region that has
not seen world powers clash since
the end of World War II.
War is not inevitable. The men
in Washington, members of the
European Union and NATO are
trying to avoid further escalation.
Yet would avoiding escalation just
postpone conflict?
Everyone can agree the Crimea
situation is more volatile than the
Georgian one six years ago. Is that
not evidence that Russia is growing more brazen?
There are no easy answers to
these questions and conflicts.
Nobody wants war, but peace is a
goal that sometimes requires the
greatest sacrifice of all: the loss
of face and power. But can world
leaders swallow their pride?

Sean McMahon is a junior from
Riverside, R.I., majoring in English
and advertising.
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“Reclaiming the C-word...”

Students for Women’s Progress hosts second
annual presentation of “The Vagina Monologues”
By lydia rogers

Staff Writer

“The Vagina Monologues”
took place in correspondence with
Women’s Appreciation Month.
“The Vagina Monologues” is
an episodic play traditionally composed of multiple monologues
performed by a number of women, and in this case, female Xavier
students.
The monologues touch on different aspects of the female experience, such as love, sex, rape,
orgasms and the meaning of the

vagina itself.
Students for Women’s Progress
co-founders and co-presidents
Baily Drexler and Kelsey Witzgall
felt the need to organize the performance of the play on campus
after taking a women’s history
course.
During the course, they learned
about the sexual assault coverups that happened at Xavier and
continue to happen at universities
around the country.
“It also exposes that though
there have been advances in the

movement towards equality between the sexes, there is still much
more to do,” Witzgall said.
Some of the monologues address the issues that arise from
sexual assault.
“Since one in four women will
be sexually assaulted during their
academic career, it is extremely
important that we provide spaces
at Xavier to address the issue of
sexual assault,” Witzgall said.
Because sexual assault is a
sensitive subject, there were two
sexual assault advocates present

at the performance for viewers to
consult if necessary.
“It is rare to hear women talk
so openly about their experiences
with their bodies, especially their
vagina. I know people who have
trouble even saying the word,
‘vagina.’”
The performance was followed
by a panel discussion to create a
space for students to reflect on
the play and ask questions.
The panel included the Director
of Theatre Stephen Skiles, Xavier’s
Title IX Coordinator Kate Lawson

and Dr. Christine Anderson the
advisor of Students for Women’s
Progress.
“Our panel members helped to
shed light on the important themes
of the play and why it is important
that ‘The Vagina Monologues’ are
performed on a Jesuit/Catholic
campus,” Witzgall said.
The event took place March 15
in Albers Hall.
All ticket proceeds for the performance were donated to the
organization Women Helping
Women.

Emily Dekanter performing “The Woman Who Liked to Make Vaginas Happy.” Tatum Hunter performing the “My Angry Vagina” monologue during the performance of “The Vagina Monologues.”
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Department of Art presents
first four thesis exhibitions
By Patrick E.Phillips
Arts & Entertainment Editor

The
Xavier
University
Department of Art is preparing
the first set of art major thesis exhibitions for the Spring semester.
These displays showcase the
culmination of senior art majors’
work. It gives them the freedom
to utilize their acquired artistic
skills throughout their four years
for a unique, creative display.
The first group show features
students Catherine Maroney,
Katherine Colborn, Isabel Aguila
and Thomas Rallis. Each of their
exhibitions has a specific concept.
Aguila’s series, “Contorted
Nature” focuses on her experience with scoliosis.

“I want people to fully grasp
my experience as well as their connection to it through my pieces,”
Aguila said.
Maroney’s “Beauties of the
Water” combines her views of the
human body and nature. Her exhibition includes unique sculptures
of the human body infused with
coral and other undersea plantlife.
“This exhibition is just a different experience. I hope that students come and realize the work
we put into our exhibitions and
understand the number of hours
art majors have to put into their
work,” Maroney said.
Colborn’s
“Creators
&
Cultivators: A Daily Ritual” focuses on the divine presence within

daily moments in life.
Her display includes pastel
drawings and lithograph prints.
“I definitely made an effort
in my work to honor and dignify
the labor of routine activity.
“I think my work opens the
space for an awareness to those
fleeting instances we often overlook,” Colborn said.
Thomas Rallis’ concept consisting of multiple paintings focuses on “Ascension.”
The students’ work will be on
display March 21 to April 5 in the
Xavier University Art Gallery.
There will be a reception
with the artists from 6 to 8 p.m.
on March 21 at the gallery’s
opening.
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Catherine Maroney hanging her sculptures in the Xavier University Gallery.

Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita

Katherine Colborn working on one of her pastel pieces in her “Creators & Cultivators: A Daily Ritual” thesis exhibition.

Photo courtesy of Patrick E. Phillips

Isabel A guira presents one of her exhibition piec es.
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By Andrew Koch
Campus News Editor

cally has the opportunity to send one of
its teams to the national championship
tournament. Xavier now competes
in the Big East Conference, which
held its conference tournament last
week. Providence College won the
Big East tournament and was automatically accepted into the NCAA
tournament as a result.

March Madness is upon us. Following
Selection Sunday, the NCAA Men’s
Basketball Tournament, also known as the
“Big Dance,” begins, igniting one of the
most raucous and popular sporting events
of the year. Fans across the country are
caught up in the fever of postseason collegiate basketball, but not everyone is
well-versed in how or why the tournament
works. Below are some of the basics of
March Madness for those unfamiliar with
college basketball.

How is the tournament structured?

Like the NFL playoffs, the NCAA tournament is single-elimination, meaning teams
compete in a one-game series in which the
winner advances to the next round, and
the loser is eliminated. The pool of teams
is organized into a bracket which is further
divided into four regions. These regions
roughly correspond to the geographic location of the highest-seeded team in that region (e.g. No.1 seed Florida was placed in the
South region, and No. 1 seed Arizona was
placed in the West region). Winning teams
from each region proceed from the Round
of 64 (the Second Round) to the Round of
32 (the Third Round) in the first week of
play at various pre-selected sites around the
country. Play resumes the following week as
winning teams advance to the regional semifinals (the “Sweet Sixteen”) and the regional
finals (the Elite Eight), played in one of four
regional sites. The remaining four teams will
then advance to the national semifinals (the
illustrious Final Four), where they compete
for a chance to play in the national championship game held in early April. This year’s
two semifinal games and the national championship will take place on April 5 and April
7, respectively, in North Texas.

Each region of the bracket contains 16
teams that have been ranked (or seeded)
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What are seeds?

Xavier Newswire

At-large bids:

based on its accomplishments throughout
the regular season, and this seed is designed
to express how good a team is. For example,
University of Florida, considered the best
team in the country, was given a No. 1 seed.
Seedings also determine who each team will
play, as the No. 1 seed will always play the No.
16 seed in the Round of 64, the No. 2 seed will
always play the No. 15 seed, etc.

How do teams get in the
tournament?

Teams can be eligible to compete in the
NCAA tournament in one of two ways: by
winning their conference tournament (and receiving an automatic bid) or by being selected
by the NCAA selection committee (receiving
an at-large bid). Each of the two methods are
detailed below:

Automatic bids:

College athletic programs that compete in
Division I (like Xavier, University of Cincinnati
and Northern Kentucky University) belong to
one of 32 athletic conferences. At the end of
the regular season, each conference hosts its
own, internal tournament to determine which
team will receive an automatic bid to the
NCAA tournament. In this way, each conference (regardless of how successful its basketball teams
are) automati-

Teams who are not conference
champions can be selected by a special selection committee to receive a
spot in the tournament. The committee, a rotating roster of college
athletic directors and conference
commissioners, determines which
teams are worthy of receiving the
remaining 36 spots in the NCAA tournament. At-large bids are typically
given to teams who have achieved a
combination of a high score on the
Ratings Percentage Index (RPI), a
formula that determines how good
a teams’ opponents are, and a high
strength-of-schedule (SOS), a ranking
that expresses how many challenging
teams a team has played throughout a
season. Because of this, a team like
Green Bay-Wisconsin, which has a
record of 24-6, can be deemed less
tournament-worthy than a team like
Nebraska, which has a 19-12 record
because Nebraska played more difficult teams throughout the season and
has a higher RPI and SOS ranking as
a result. This year, Xavier received an
at-large bid to play in the First Four.

Wait – the First
Four?

In 2001, the NCAA added play-in
games (now called the First Four) as a
way of incorporating more teams into
the national tournament. These teams
play against each other in Dayton before the rest of the tournament begins
in order to advance to later rounds.
Originally, potential No. 16 seeds
played the First Four to decide which
teams would advance to play a No. 1
seed in one of the regions, but in recent years the games now are between
potential No. 11 and/or No. 12 seeds
as well. This year, Xavier competed in
a play-in game against North Carolina
State for an opportunity to play in the
next round against Saint Louis. The
play-in games have led to some confusion with round naming, as the First
Round of the tournament now refers
to the First Four games rather than the
Round of 64, which is the first round
of play for the majority of teams in
the bracket.

Left: Kevin
Ware, University
of Louisville

Top to bottom: Aaron Craft, Ohio
State; Doug Mcdermott, Creighton;
Andrew Wiggins, Kansas; Jabari
Parker, Duke

